Approximate recursion relations which give upper and lower bounds on the free energy are described. Optimal calculations of the free energy can then be obtained by treating parameters within the renormalization equations variationally. As an example, a particularly simple lower bound approximation which preserves the symmetry of the Hamiltonian (the one-hypercube approximation) is described. The approximation is applied 
METHODOLOGY

Renormalization Transforms
At the most elemental level, statistical mechanics is concerned with the calculation of a free energy F in terms of a sum over states or statistical configurations. This sum is defined by a Hamiltonian H, which depends upon some coordinates e. The sum over states can be written as an integral or sum over a "phase space," f dPo. Then 
The subscript a on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) indicates that F is defined as a sum over the a-space. The remainder of statistical mechanics is concerned with the definition and evaluation of statistical averages. Formally, this can be achieved by expressing H in the form H(a) = H0(,0 + ;~V(a) (2a) the averages are given by derivatives of the free energy, e.g., At the same level of generality, one can consider the renormalization group to be a set of transformations (1-5)'z from the old statistical variables a to new variables ~ and from the old Hamiltonians H(a) to new Hamiltonians H'(t~). In general we write this transformation as H' = R{H} (3) We demand that these transformations leave the free energy invariant, i.e., that (4) where/7, is defined as a sum over the new variables, i.e.,
Fu(R{H}) = Fo{H}
Fu{H' } = -In f dr, exp[-H'(jL)]
The transformations (3) are most conveniently defined by constructing a set of functions of both/~ and a of the form (a'6)
H(F, a) = H(a) --]V(/~, a) --U~(a) (6a)
Here T is arbitrary, but U is defined by the relation i U~(e) = F,(-1") = -in dF, exp[ir(t~, e)l (6b)
In this paper, we use a caret to indicate functions (like/) and 2?) which depend upon both e and t~. To see the fundamental renormalization property, consider the sum over both sets of variables F,~{H} = -In j" dF, dF~ exp[-/)(~, ~)] = Fu{F~{/t)) = Fo{F,{_O}}
The second line of (7) is an identity which holds for all/~. It simply expresses the fact that the sum over t~ and ~ can be calculated in either order. Now, specialize to the case in which _O is defined by Eq. (6) . Because of the definition of U~, F,{B} = H(~) (8) Hence, the right-hand side of (7) is the basic free energy. On the other hand, Eq. (7) also defines the free energy as F,{H'} with H' defined as 
while Eqs. (6) and (7) define a whole class of renormalization transformations.
Upper and Lower Bounds
In practical applications, one seeks to calculate Fo{H} by constructing approximations to Rf{H}. After many successive transformations of this form, the Hamiltonian will either simplify to a tractable form or reach a "fixed point" which will have relatively simple qualitative properties.
However, in choosing approximations to R.~{H}, one would like to have criteria for deciding whether one approximation is better than another. We suggest "variational" criteria? That is, we suggest the construction of approximate renormalizations or recursions of the form H' = RL{H} and H' = Rr:{H}. While the exact renormalizations leave the free energy unchanged, the approximate ones, R e and R z, do not. Rather, they are chosen to produce an error of known sign, i.e., they have the properties
F,{RU{H}} >1 F~,(Rf{H} = F,(H} >>. Fu{RZ{H}}
Imagine, then, that we have constructed a whole set of upper (lower) bound renormalizations R v (RL), which obey (11) . Notice that if we apply many successive upper (lower) bound renormalizations, we get a composite relation which obeys the upper (lower) bound property. After many such recursions we have an approximate result for the free energy which is an upper (lower) bound to the true free energy.
However, at each step of recursion, we could have chosen any one of a large number of different approximate renormalizations by choosing different if"s or by varying the other parameters which define the upper (lower) bound relations. Hopefully, one might obtain good results for physical quantities by choosing the upper (lower) bound recursions that give the smallest error in the free energy. Thus, we propose the construction of a minimum upper bound to the free energy.
We say "hopefully" because usually one is not interested in the free energy itself. Rather its derivatives are of the major physical interest. Since the variational principles pertain to the free energy, there is no guarantee that the derivatives will be accurate.
To obtain actual expressions for the bounding renormalizations, return to Eq. (7), rewritten in the form F~{H} = F.~{/~} = F.{F~{/~r}} (12) In the exact calculation,/~ is given by Eq. (6) . To generate approximations, we replace the exact/~ by/_~A and generate an approximate H' as
Since/~A will depend upon H, we can say that Eq. (13a) defines an approximate recursion relation (14) is less (greater) than or equal to zero. Standard methods immediately generate criteria for ~A'S that satisfy these conditions. Define an error, which is hoped to be small, by ~(~, o) = fi~O~, ~) -,qA(~, ~) (15a) and write /la = ~a + M2 (15b)
The approximation is defined by/ta=o; the exact theory by Ha=l. In direct analogy with Eq. (2), we define <r = eg..{a~}lOa
Note that E~ > 0. The errors will be proportional to E~. It is easy to generate two identities for AF, namely
Our job is to fix the sign of AF. To get the two types of recursion, one chooses <IT>a=o = 0; for the upper bound (19a) (I~>A=I = 0; for the lower bound (19b)
Realization of Upper Bounds
The upper bound approximations are easily realized. Choose H A to be of the form
~A(~, ~) = r ~) + Lrl(~) (20)
Here r is a variational function which is simple enough so that one can calculate -In f dFo e-*O',") = Fo(~) Hence the upper bound recursion is
Equation (23) expresses the extension of the standard variational principle of statistical mechanics (8~ to renormalization calculations.
Symmetry Properties
Renormalization calculations are enormously simplified when the symmetries of the problem are properly taken into account. Let the problem in the ~-space be symmetric under transformations gi, i = 1, 2,..., defined by
while the problem in/~ is symmetric under Gj, j = 1, 2,..., defined by
We say that Hamiltonians H(e) obey the symmetries if H(gi(o)) = H(e) and dFo~(~ ) = dF~ for all i. A symmetric H'(tQ is defined in a similar manner. A major goal in the construction of renormalization calculations is to ensure that H'(~) is properly symmetric whenever H(cr) is symmetric. As a specific example, the g and/z variables might each be arranged on a lattice, so that they could be represented as e(r) and I~(R). Then the symmetries (25) would include lattice coordinate transformations of the form whenever and whenever ~, = g,(~) ~'(r) = e(g~(r)) (26a)
Here, g~ and Gj describe all possible lattice translation and rotation operations. The general method of ensuring the symmetry of H'(/X) given that of H(a) is to embed the/,-lattice within the a-lattice. One example of such a pair of lattices is shown in Fig. 1 . In general, we shall want the/x variable to have fewer degrees of freedom than the a variables so that the symmetry operations Gj are a subset of the operations gj. In the case shown in Fig. 1 , g, includes all
translations with a displacement (n, m)ao and integral n and rn, while Gj requires n and m to be even integers. Now assume that H(a) and dF~ are symmetric under all g~ while dP~ is symmetric under all Gj. In the exact renormalization calculation, i.e., Eq. (8), the symmetry of H(~) will ensure the symmetry of H'(/X) whenever
for all j. In the upper bound calculation, defined by Eq. (22), H'(/,) will be properly symmetric whenever ~,b(/x, a) obeys a relation like (26). The symmetry conditions play an even more essential role in the construction of lower bound renormalizations. For it is only with the aid of these conditions that we can ensure that the average of 12 vanishes, as in Eq. (18b). Since this equation describes an average in the presence of the exact H, this average cannot be calculated explicitly. But, if one makes 12 into a sum of terms, each odd under some symmetry operation, then Eq. (18b) will certainly be satisfied. With this end view, split 12 into two terms:
The subscripts indicate functions which are antisymmetric, with 12 A being a sum of terms antisymmetric in at least one subgroup operation 
Every term in the sum over i or j vanishes because of one or another of the symmetry operations. Now that Eq. (19b) has been verified, one can rewrite (13a) as
Equation (32a) defines the Hamiltonian that is generated by the lower-bound renormalization calculation. In a somewhat more implicit notation, one can write a formula analogous to Eq. (8b), namely
In the absence of 12a, HL(t,) is certainly symmetric under all the operations Gj. In the remainder of this paper, we shall not include any terms like Va. However, one should notice that since 12a can certainly include all kinds of antisymmetric terms depending only upon tL but not upon e, it is relatively easy to adjust /2A so that it generates a fully symmetric H L.
Renormalizations and Recursion Relations Near Fixed Points
In general, one may write any symmetric H(cr) in the form
i
Here the K~ form a vector K of coupling constants, while the S~(a) are the complete set of functions of the a that obey all the symmetries. We denote an H of the form (33) as HK(~). After the renormalization, an H'(/0 is generated, which obeys the same symmetries and is hence expressible as HK,0Z), where K' is a new set of couplings. For this reason, the renormalization may be visualized as a recursion relation which expresses K' as a function of K. This recursion relation is written
Similarly, the approximate renormalizations may be expressed as
where p includes the parameters in T as well as any other variational parameters. The free energy F~(H~,(a)} can be written as a product of the number of sites N and a free energy per sitef(K). If there are N' sites after the renormalization, the basic inequality (10) may be conveniently expressed as
The standard method of dealing with near-critical behavior starts from the calculation of an approximate fixed point K~*(p), which obeys For variational calculations, the most important eigenvalue is the trivial one
This trivial eigenvalue is generated by choosing So(e) to be just N. A change in the conjugate coupling constant Ko, i.e., AKo, leads to a change in Ko', which is given by Hence voA~ is proportional to the average value of S~ at the fixed point:
Equation (42) is equally true for the approximate or the exact calculations of the free energy. These results provide a relatively simple variational technique for fixing pAccording to the variational scheme, the "best" value of p should have the property that the calculated free energy should be extremal with respect to variations of p at fixed K. We demand this condition at K*. According to Eq. (37), the change in K,' when we hold K* at KA*(p) but vary Pm by the amount Ap~ is W~,~ Apm. The condition that this change produce no firstorder variation in the free energy is, according to Eq. (40, the statement
There are as many equations (43) as there are variational parameters p,~. These equations are then used to determine p. Once p is determined, the critical indices are known.
AN EXAMPLE: THE ONE-HYPERCUBE APPROXIMATION
Derivation
There are many examples of usable upper bound renormalization approximations. All of the first-order perturbation expansions described by Neimeijer and van Leeuwen ~) as used by Hsu et al. (1~ are upper limit approximations. These approximations, and others we have employed, do not give very good answers either in the critical region or elsewhere. On the other hand, one can find a class of lower bound renormalizations which give surprisingly good answers. In this section, we describe in a very general way how one can develop the simplest class of lower bound approximations.
Start from a set of spin variables a(r) defined at the points of a simple hypercubical lattice in d dimensions, i.e., r = (nl + 89 n2 + 89 na + 89 na + 89 (44) for nl, n2,.., integral. In this definition a(r) may be any statistical variable, which takes on continuous or discrete values. In addition, it may have all kinds of vector indices. The spins ~(R) are defined similarly on a hypercubical lattice of double the lattice constant in (44) i.e., n = 2(N1, N2 .... , Na) (45a) for integral NI, N2,.... Figure 1 illustrates this configuration for two dimensions.
To further describe the problem, we mentally divide the lattice into hypercubes centered at the ordinary lattice points R = (nl, n2,..., na), for all integral values of nl, n2,.... Each of these hypercubes contains z = 2 a vertices ~(r), and each ~(r) lies in z hypercubes. Two kinds of hypercube will be particularly distinguished in this work:
1. The "blue" hypercubes centered at
2. The "red" hypercubes centered at the points (45a). Each spin lies in one and only one red hypercube and also only one blue hypercube. When r lies in a particular red hypercube R, we write r ~ R; and when it lies in the blue hypercube, we write r ~/~.
We can now express a very general renormalization scheme by writing T(t~, e) as R6 satisfy R~ ~ R~'.
~(~, a) = ~, a(l~(R)) + ~, ~ bOx(R)
while the lower bound approximation takes the form
In order that Eq. (49) define a lower bound approximation, we must choose 12to obey Eq. (18b). But before we define such a l?(t~, ~), let us choose a specific simple form of H((r). Let R' represent the centers of all hypercubes--red, blue, and the remainder (which we call green hypercubes). Let ~R, be the set of all spins ~(r) with r ~ R'. Then take H(~) in the form
R'
Write the integration as an integral over the variables in the different blue hypercubes Next, define R e R0 whenever the red hypersphere centered at R touches the blue one centered at R~. This touching is shown in Fig. 2 . Finally, note that each R ~ Rb uniquely defines a single point which satisfies both r ~ R and r ~ R0 (see Fig. 3 ). We define this relationship by writing r ~ (R, Rb). With all these definitions, Eq. (49) may be written in the form
exp[--HL(~)] = f f ~ d~% exp[ + ~(,~R,,t~R,)]} exp[--F'(m ,~) + V~(o)]
(51) R, R 5 9 9 9 9 or" 9 R b R~ 9 9 o1" qn 9 9
Rz R4 Re 
We are about to show that the Vo(a) defined by Eq. (52b) obeys all the conditions of (29). Once this demonstration is completed, we can simplify 
with (52a) implying
and ( 
Case I1: A Generalized Gaussian Model
A very similar analysis may be applied to a generalized Gaussian model in which each ~(r) is a vector with n components, written as n(r) or o~(r), i = 1, 2,., n. Following Bell and Wilson, (11) we choose 
= f {1-~j ~l~Rb d%(r)exp[--~% (r)]} [ 1 ab2s(Rb) "s(Rb)] x exp[zv(s(Rb)) ---~
• exp --a E E/z'2(Rb) --5In 
[ 1 s's(l+abZz) +ab ]
• exp zv(s) -~ z m.s
It is convenient to rewrite (78) and (79) 
+ lnf ~ ~ exp[zv~s, -+P) + z--~-]
q = ab/z = [p/(1 -p)]l12/z(80)
GENERALIZED GAUSSIAN MODEL
In this section we discuss two special cases in which the recursion relation (80) can be solved analytically. We also discuss the results of a numerical solution of the one-dimensional integral Eq. (80).
The Gaussian Model v(s) = Vo + v2(s 2)
In this case the integral can be carried out exactly and we find 
we see that Carrying out the integral and using the averages defined above, we find the recursion relation In principle there is a contribution to ~K2' from the change in the variational parameter; however, once again this effect does not contribute at leading order in E. The temperature eigenvalue is found from Eqs. (113) and (114) We see then that the approximation employed above is in fact an = 0 approximation, although in coordinate space, it is similar in spirit to Wilson's (13) original work.
"' Exact" Calculations
Finally we note that the recursion relation for the one-hypercube approximation to the Wilson-Fisher model is easily solved numerically. Equation (80) is simply a one-dimensional integral equation. It is solved for the fixed point v*; then the parameter is adjusted as explained above. This adjustment gives the critical index 3 or ~/. Unfortunately, it always gives < 0. The error is not too bad since ~ = -6 • 10-4 at z = 8. Linearization of the equation about the fixed point gives the temperature eigenvalue from which the critical index v can be obtained. In Fig. 4 we plot v as a function of z = 2 a. The value of v obtained for d = 3 is 0.6502, compared to the hightemperature series value of 0.642. (1~) The eigenvalue grows unphysically large for z < 5.
ISING MODEL SOLUTION
Now, we return to Eqs. 
To maintain the symmetry between spin up and spin down, we choose P0 = 0. Since p~ is the only remaining variational parameter, we simplify the notation by writing px = p. Thus, we can express Eqs. (68a)-(68c) in the form of recursion relations
Fixed Points and Critical Indices
In two, three, and four dimensions there exists a range ofp for which Eqs. (68a)-(68c) have at least three fixed points: (43) is satisfied. This "best" value ofp is described as p*. This value ofp and the corresponding nonzero coupling constants K~*(p*) are listed in Table I .
Next, the eigenvalues of b~j are computed. Note that these computations of eigenvalues essentially describe situations in which p is held fixed during all recursions. That is, p is taken to be independent of the coupling constants. We shall see below that this is not a fully satisfactory approach. Table II 
Free Energy Calculations
In the remainder of this section, we use the one-square approximation to calculate thermodynamic functions for the two-dimensional Ising model so that these may be compared with the Onsager solution. ~ This calculation involves three different types of recursions.
1. In a zeroth step of calculation, we perform a "decimation," i.e., a recursion ~6) which is a sum over every other spin in the lattice, holding the remaining spins fixed. This recursion can be calculated exactly if the original Hamiltonian contains only a magnetic field h and a nearest-neighbor coupling Knn. The result of this calculation is a potential on each new square of the form 
3. Finally, v l+m is used to generate an explicit expression for the free energy via a formula which permits the calculation of a rough lower bound to the free energy. To get this lower bound, the entropy is given its maximum possible value. If there are ~ sites on the lattice, this upper bound to the entropy is
Moreover, the energy is given its minimum possible value, obtained by writing 
or t ]
Equation (133) gives bounds for ~ = 1, 2,..., NI + 1. produce a greater lower bound. These optimal p's may be discovered by a numerical search procedure. The result of this optimal lower bound calculation is shown in Table IV . Notice that for large ~ both the couplings (K~ ~, for i > 0) and the parameters p, go to zero. The net result is that after many iterations for T < Tca weak coupling (K* = 0) fixed point is approached. The lower bound to the free energy per site is -0.88393. The exact result is -0.87936, so that there is an error of 0.5%. A corresponding calculation for Knn = 0.5 with adjusted p values is shown in Table V . The lower bound to f derived from this calculation, -1.0628, agrees well with the exact result, -1.0258. In Table V , it is also interesting to notice that, for large ~, p, and K ~ grow toward a strong coupling fixed point with p ~ oo and K2 --+ or. The appearance of different stable Note that the error in the approximate solution can once again be ascribed mostly to an error in To. 
An Internal Contradiction
The reader has probably noted that our calculations have one very serious internal contradiction. In Section 4.1, where we calculated critical indices, we keptp fixed at the critical value p*. In Section 4.2, we varied p as the coupling constant departed from the fixed point value. As we saw in our comparison of Tables III and IV, the adjustment ofp from its critical value to optimal values corresponding to the actual couplings present produces a small--but detectable--improvement in free energy values. This kind of adjustment produces relatively small changes in ~f/OKn~ near the critical point. However, ~2f/aK2n is much more sensitive to an adjustment of the p's to the optimal values. To see this, consider Fig. 6 . In this figure the x's reflect a second derivative of f with respect to Kn, computed at fixed p values. The values are those that are optimal for the calculation off The correct calcuration is indicated by the dots. In this case, the p's are allowed to vary with the change in coupling. The figure shows that the correct adjustment of the p's is required to give a good fit to the specific heat.
Thus, one can see the following contradiction: A change of the p's with a change in K's is required to give a good specific heat value, but eigenvalues calculated at fixed p are very accurate. Furthermore, we have found no natural way of computing reasonable values of Op/OK when K is very close to the critical values.
We do not understand this contradiction. For this reason, we do not understand why the eigenvalues we have calculated are so accurate. Further work will be required to understand this difficulty and to appreciate the reason for the accuracy of the eigenvalue calculations reported here.
